The possible impact of algorithmic recommendation on the autonomy and free choice of Internet users is being increasingly discussed, especially in terms of the rendering of information and the structuring of interactions. This paper aims at reviewing and framing this issue along a double dichotomy. The first one addresses the discrepancy between users' intentions and actions (1) under some algorithmic influence and (2) without it. The second one distinguishes algorithmic biases on (1) prior information rearrangement and (2) posterior information arrangement. In all cases, we focus on and differentiate situations where algorithms empirically appear to expand the cognitive and social horizon of users, from those where they seem to limit that horizon. We additionally suggest that these biases may be best appraised by taking into account the underlying social processes which algorithms are building upon.
Introduction
The algorithms ruling online platforms and mediating many of our digital interactions have been at the center of an increasingly visible debate. The main issues revolve around the nature of the potential behavioral distortions that they may engender. In essence, algorithms often encode and implement a myriad of principles which have long been put into practice by human actors -think of librarians when navigating large document collections, or opinion leaders who contribute to endorse or validate information in public spaces.
As such, algorithmic devices do not only entail a certain rigidification of many organizational and rational-legal processes (with respect for instance to the regulatory effect of code (Lessig, 2009) ) or a formalization of many social and cognitive processes (for example, each web platform tends to produce an artificial social world governed by a specific set of possible interaction behaviors (Marres, 2017) ). Their growing ubiquity may also induce a certain number of biases in the processing and structuring of information and interactions, with respect to some baseline human behavior. This paper will essentially focus on the algorithms that populate digital spaces, and more precisely those which are at some level in charge of mediating the access by users to information and which, in turn, may contribute to distort their epistemic landscapes. We shall question the type and the extent of the cognitive bias which algorithms exert on user actions, on their beliefs and thus on their free will, relatively to an organic reference point (i.e. free of any algorithmic tampering).
We will principally discuss these issues by developing two dichotomies. The first one focuses the discrepancy between users' intentions and actions under the influence of a given algorithm and without it. Put into the classical framework of the reasoned action approach (Fishbein and Ajzen, 2011) , algorithms would be prone to modify the environment of users and possibly their skills: their intervention, if any, occurs between intentions and actions. There appears to be at least two main ways of discussing behavioral divergences induced by algorithms and their magnitude. One consists in proposing, indeed, an extensive debate on the normative features which algorithms should conform to: for example, discussing whether such and such algorithmic principle or device guarantees "equal" access to such and such type of content. This question is strongly connected to the recently emerging and variously discussed notions of algorithmic "fairness", "neutrality", "justice", or "partiality", inter alia. Several scholars previously emphasized that the task of proposing a robust, operational definition for these notions could turn out to be rather difficult, if not impossible without providing further context and normative criteria (see e.g., Barocas et al., 2013) . This may indeed lead to a recursive debate, as it further requires to define the principles according to which "equality" is desirable (and which type thereof), or which bias would be undesirable (and along which dimensions). This, in turn, seems to necessarily involve external arguments. A second approach consists in appraising how algorithms may modify the inputs users are subjected to and, hence, their possible actions or beliefs. This does not necessarily mean reverse-engineering them or understanding how they were designed (Kitchin, 2017) , but it seems to at least require to be able to describe a connection between input and output patterns, and to further differentiate this connection with regard to the amount of exposure to such and such algorithm (or to none, when this makes sense). In other words, the point is to estimate the relative impacts of such and such algorithm, with respect to one another as well as with respect to an organic, algorithm-free behavior of referenceand thus to describe how it shifts users away from that reference, and to which extent.
1 This leads us to distinguish situations where algorithms rather "read" users' minds (small discrepancy) from those where they rather "change" them (high discrepancy).
The second dichotomy is more instrumental and makes a distinction between two levels where algorithms may distort the stimuli that individuals are exposed to. The first level is related to an information processing issue, essentially in terms of information reduction or projection. In effect, algorithmic principles encode a way of transforming large amounts of information into reduced subsets of cues, hints, pieces of knowledge, pointers, metrics, etc. Put differently, this question focuses on the upstream impact of algorithms in the rearrangement of information from large databases before providing it to users. The second level principally relates to psychological effects, i.e. how algorithms may affect the way individuals process the information they are provided with. This question tends to focus more on the downstream impact of algorithms in the arrangement of information in its presentation to users, and leans more toward ergonomics and human-computer interaction issues. Both levels are admittedly intertwined. Their joint appraisal further relies on an interdisciplinary endeavor revolving mainly around contributions from computational and cognitive sciences. Besides, in both cases, we shall nevertheless show that social features play a key role, and lead us to emphasize the role of social cognition in algorithmic distortionseither social cognition in the distributed sense, as the aggregation of behaviors of the underlying social system in which users evolve (e.g., a platform, the whole web), or social cognition in a more individual sense, i.e. how algorithms mo-1 In this respect, the discussion in this paper will much less focus on specific algorithmic techniques (e.g., such and such type of machine learning) than on the stylized resulting effect that such and such algorithm induces (e.g., some form of reinforcement, some favoring of such and such type of content, etc.): first, there are various ways of implementing the same computational principle and it is to any extent difficult to know which precise technique has been actually employed by such and such platform, second, much more important is the possibility of distinguishing what happens in presence of such and such algorithm vs. in its absence.
bilize and plausibly influence some of the social cues which actors typically make sense of. The paper will be organized in three main sections: section 1 will principally discuss the overarching dichotomy between reading or changing users' mind by illustrating its manifestations in the classical case of search engines. Section 2 will then focus on the distortions induced by the algorithmic rearrangement of information, emphasizing specifically its locality and egocentricity in the case of affinitybased platforms (such as online social networks), while section 3 will deal with the potential effect on user behavior of the algorithmically-mediated arrangement of information.
Read our mind vs. change our mind
As suggested in the above, algorithmic influence on cognitive processes may first be appraised through a dichotomy distinguishing algorithmic devices which rather read our mind (ROM) from those which tend to change our mind (COM). More precisely, one may wonder whether algorithms merely identify our preferences and second-guess us, thereby acting as specialized cognitive helpers who essentially facilitate the otherwise taxing exploration of large amounts of information; or if they actually behave as automatic gatekeepers which control our epistemic landscape and eventually guide and modify our behavior. In turn, the "COM" cognitive bias should also be appraised with respect to how humans would already behave and proceed, without algorithms. In thus defining "ROM" as a baseline organic behavior under the smallest possible algorithmic constraints (namely: either no algorithmic information processing at all or a uniformly random one), we nonetheless disregard temporal effects: i.e., the same action occurring much earlier under algorithmic intervention than without it would still very much correspond to ROM. In other words, the issue at stake in the ROM/COM dichotomy is whether algorithms speed up and expand the conditions of application of our free will or they rather limit or distort it. The consequences of the latter appear to be of higher interest than the implications of the former, which may simply be about increasing information processing efficiency and productivity.
A toy example: the case of search engines. We may start by considering the simple yet wide-ranging case of search engines. These devices are indeed one of the main entry points to online information which, for an increasing number of people, represents a significant share of the information that they access at all. Let us focus on the example of Google Search which provides an ubiquitous prototype of the issues raised by such engines and an excellent illustration of the two polar sides of the ROM / COM dichotomy. Specifically, search engines feature two main classes of algorithms in order to guide users in their information queries: the first one consists of the semi-automatic completion of query words through suggestions based on what users are typing or typed. The second one plainly corresponds to content ranking methods which are used to display the search results themselves.
Query expansion. The first class is usually denoted as "algorithmic search optimization" and typically aims at expanding queries by proposing likely terms based on query logs made by other users (Baeza-Yates, 2005) . It induces two subcases: on the one hand, instantaneous term suggestion while typing, on the other hand, query correction after entering a first query. At face value, such mechanisms appear to work as a cognitive help in adaptively guessing what the user actually wants -even more so when users carry out "navigational queries" (i.e., when they target a specific website or resource) rather than "informational" ones (when they look for some type of information without having a priori assumptions on which resources they should actually target) (Broder, 2002) .
For one, instantaneous suggestion seems to purely target a productivity increase -helping toward producing a list of query terms more quickly. For instance, an algorithm proposing "Obama" after a user started typing "Barack" would have fulfilled its role if Barack Obama was indeed the initially intended goal. automatic suggestion. In terms of the shape of the information landscape offered to users, such suggestions would have a neutral effect: users perform the same action with and without them, which appear as a purely ROM device -they mainly affect the speed of human-computer interaction. A string of debates nonetheless emerged regarding their possible diversion effect. Baker and Potts (2013) specifically evoke the possibility of reinforcing discriminatory stereotypes when query completion suggestions correspond to classist, sexist or racist constructs. For instance they conjecture that, when users start to type "white people are", suggestions might reflect the most common queries and possibly prejudices, which are in turn displayed to all users. However, it is unclear whether this phenomenon does actually distract a sizable portion of users from their initial search. A few empirical studies rather point to the opposite: Shah et al. (2013) demonstrate with a simple experimental protocol that the search process is not significantly affected, be it in terms of actual queries, visited web pages or sites, and transitioning from a query to another. Mitra et al. (2014) further show that users essentially rely on auto-completion when they have already typed half of their query characters and when they target rare terms, suggesting that this feature is mostly used to accelerate spelling rather than trigger unintended searches. Both studies tend to frame query expansion techniques as ROM algorithms only marginally diverting users.
Notwithstanding, the continuum between the two ROM and COM poles manifests itself in a more nuanced manner when we further consider the case of so-called "related queries" (Baeza-Yates et al., 2004) . The underlying principle is quite straightforward and relies on the assumption that distinct users who are actually interested in the same information may still formulate their query differently, either in terms of semantics (i.e., formulating distinct phrasings for a similar request) or of focus (more or less complete phrasing for a similar request). To produce related queries, a typical approach consists in using the history of all queries which led users to click on a specific URL, which reveals a valid mapping from these queries to that digital resource (Tan et al., 2007; Zhang and Nasraoui, 2006) . Queries pointing to the same URLs are thus considered equivalent and then clustered in order to propose either alternate phrasings or more precise queries, i.e. a more relevant term set in response to an initial query. As such, the goal of a query correction device appears again to consist in reading our mind betterGoogle Search is almost explicit about this: "Did you mean *** ?", the engine asks candidly. Beyond the weak diversion potential of auto-completion, these techniques may still induce the additional side effect of channeling similar yet less conventional queries onto identical resources. As Baker and Potts (2013) rightfully point out, a query suggestion that a user perceives as relevant to their information quest would be increasingly considered to be adequate to the original query (irrespective of its distance or similarity to that query). In this respect, these techniques are likely to boost phrasings and/or results which previously suited a majority of users and to shift alternative queries toward more frequent ones, inducing a sort of one-result-fits-all-queries effect. In any event, within a certain domain, mainstream queries may be further reinforced and search diversity may be affected, which illustrates a possible drift toward the COM pole.
Result ranking. The second class of search algorithms relates to the core of the engine itself: how to find, rate and sort results for a given query. The underlying principles induce a variety of cognitive biases which have also been discussed in a relatively abundant literature (as early as Introna and Nissembaum, 2000) . Indexing the web is an endeavor as old as the web itself: it started manually through the development of so-called "weblogs", which were basically logs of web browsing sessions published by individual users (Siles, 2011) (wherefrom the word "blog" originates) and, later, with dedicated platforms gathering categories of bookmarks (such as Tim Berners-Lee's Virtual Library, introduced concurrently with the invention of the web, Yahoo! or the collaborative Open Directory Project). The exponential growth of web content pressed the emergence of dedicated, automated content indexation and curation platforms. These algorithmic gatekeepers have progressively supplemented and partly supplanted human gatekeepers in accessing digital information (Hargittai, 2000) .
Despite that, automation did not remove all of the subjectivity that could govern the earlier human curation efforts: it also derives from man-made algorithmic principles whose effects remain to be appraised, even as of today. The earliest successful search engines (including Excite [1993] , Webcrawler [1994] , Lycos [1994] , Infoseek [1995] , Altavista [1995] ) were rather based on semantic features, a principle inherited from classical database management criteria: information indexation and retrieval essentially relied on lexicometric concepts, such as the frequency of term use in a web page or in its meta-data. Documents whose lexical features match query terms pretty well are considered relevant to the query (Glöggler, 2013) . By contrast, Google [1998] introduced through the famous "PageRank" algorithm a notion of relevancy based on structural features of the hyperlink topology of the Web and, more interestingly and more broadly, to properties which are external to the requested documents: a resource is deemed pertinent for a given query if many webpages cite that resource all the while mentioning the requested query terms -information is thus filtered and ranked according to a form of distributed vote produced by the Web, construed as a huge and implicitly crowdsourced rating system. The canonical (and perhaps ideal) Google Search algorithm does (or did) embed and implement a social cognition principle: relevance is based on the judgment of other web content producers, thereby favoring content enjoying a socially distributed support rather than exhibiting a semantically valid match. The analogy is also that of a randomly browsing user who would more often than not end up on webpages featuring a higher number of incoming links, in a recursive fashion (Brin and Page, 1998) ; the algorithm would thus give these webpages a higher rank. Whichever the interpretation, the risk of reinforcement dynamics is plausibly more present than in the semantic case, for users and web content producers alike will be preferably channeled to well-connected webpages: Hindman et al. (2003) , for one, were among the first ones to underline this type of filtering which they denoted as "googlearchy". It could reinforce preexisting dominant positions by giving more visibility and distorting further the subsequent epistemic landscape toward sources or content which are already heavily cited, hence visible. Moreover, very much like in the query expansion situation, valid matches between a query and a URL, evidenced by user clicks, likely contribute further to a higher ranking of that URL in reply to the query.
In some way, facilitating the exploration of a huge database -the web-by returning documents which match some logical criteria -presence of such and such term-is akin to a cognition-extending device geared at easing the discovery of a needle in a digital haystack. It thus seem to lean toward the ROM pole, markedly so when results are simply sorted with respect to term frequency. Here, a large database query system principally carrying out term matching would correspond to a case of minimal algorithmic intervention and would arguably represent a good ROM reference. By contrast, more sophisticated computations as achieved by Google's PageRank induce a non-trivial re-ordering of information which is likely to favor some type of content in a dynamic and reflexive way. Its impact thus remains pretty difficult to appraise, all the more so from a user perspective.
More broadly, it is clear that a number of information ordering and filtering principles may shift algorithms toward the COM pole, combining semantic, stuctural and temporal features in a way that is generally not publicized and whose effects are consequently often hard to assess. The influence of algorithmic devices in this regard may be studied along two key dimensions, usually in sequence: on the one hand, the rearrangement of information, i.e. how information is first being selected and filtered by algorithms (section 2), and then, on the other hand, its arrangement, i.e. how it is conveyed to users (section 3).
In the simple case of search engines, again, the first dimension may further be illustrated by the fact that even the same query may lead to a quite significant diversity of results, thus revealing a non-trivial process of information selection that might go far beyond the above-discussed issues. Using two of the most used search engines, Google and Bing, Dillahunt et al. (2015) experimentally demonstrated that an identical request made from distinct browsers, all in private session mode (i.e. with as little personalization as possible) already yields distinct subsets of resources. The second dimension can be exemplified by the guidance entailed by the way results are displayed, especially the so-called position bias (Dupret and Piwowarski, 2008) , which diversely corresponds to the decaying probability of examining results down the list (Joachims et al., 2007) or the increased likelihood of clicking on a document next to a very relevant one.
We shall examine in detail what is currently known about the cognitive biases induced by the algorithmic rearrangement and arrangement of information respectively in section 2 and in section 3.
Ego-centered rearrangement of information: affinity-based platforms
The combination of principles into distinct algorithmic recipes each lead to specific informational landscapes: the Web, for one, may obviously be rendered differently by distinct platforms or ranking engines; content relevance varies accordingly. This is all the more pregnant in the case of so-called affinity-based platforms where the construction of these landscapes are further altered by user behavior -more precisely, where algorithms learn from user preferences to feed them with content based on their prior preferences. In this case, the reinforcement dynamics evoked in the previous section do not only appear at a rather global level, in a manner roughly similar for all users, but they are also significantly customized for each user. At the user level, this kind of ego-centered positive feedback loops may contribute to enclose users in what has been first denoted as "filter bubbles" by Pariser (2011) and has been described later as "selective exposure" (Bakshy et al., 2015) . At the system level, the interplay between customization and algorithms makes it generally harder to evaluate the direct effect or contribution of some algorithmic principles, since this requires not only a good analytical understanding of such principles but also a global empirical knowledge of the configuration and distribution of user preferences. What is at stake is the algorithmic interplay between the local, ego-centered preferences and actions, and their global aggregation, which feeds back into the individual level.
Preferences can be explicit when users willingly declare their affinity for certain type of content, for instance by subscribing to the publications of other users or indicating interest for specific groups, collectives, cultural artifacts (as is the case on Twitter or Facebook), topics or keywords (for instance for the provision of taylored news on DailyMe). Besides, previous user behavior and choices are also tracked by platforms in order to build up individualized profiles of implicit preferences, as is for example the case on YouTube with videos which are labeled as "recommended for you". Both implicit and explicit data are used to shape automated recommendations, often with the help of machine learning techniques.
Obviously, the intended objective leans again toward ROM: from a functional viewpoint, the ideal situation would be to have just enough personalized data to automatically provide users with the items they would have been the most eager to consume had they had enough time to scout the available content. This is most visible when platform algorithms trivially respect preferences indicated by users, as is the case for instance with so-called news feeds based on Twitter follower networks or Facebook friendship networks: in this case, information is principally selected and filtered from a preselection of sources voluntarily provided by users, whereby the platform simply limits the informational horizon to these sources with the tacit agreement of users.
"Human" vs. man-made algorithms. In other words, such platforms principally appear to assist the implementation of the pre-selection process desired by human actors. In this regard, what is being described as algorithmic filter bubbles could hence be understood as little more than automated helpers bringing users more quickly and more likely to the content they were looking for anyway -once again a cognitive accelerator for navigating more easily the socio-cognitive bubble that users would have otherwise naturally evolved in, only more slowly and less efficiently. For instance, if we consider the emergence and permanence of cohesive clusters of links and information in online ecosystems, we may first have to attribute their existence, and the induced narrowing of the cognitive landscape, to "human" algorithms rather than man-made algorithms, which thus reflect (and mechanically enforce) the organic limited rationality that actors may want to impose on themselves, rather than create it. Put differently, the organic selection & influence process long identified in the sociological literature, whereby peer influence coevolves with peer selection and jointly reinforces it, applies way before any algorithmic device is put in place. In effect, many online social systems spontaneously exhibit a fragmented and clustered structure (observed early on blogs (Adamic and Glance, 2005) and similarly in micro-blogs (Lietz et al., 2014; Barberá et al., 2015) ), where interactions seem to be heavily influenced by homophily (Conover et al., 2011) and selection & influence processes (Lewis et al., 2012) , absent algorithms.
Notwithstanding, the possibility that such algorithms tend toward COM resides in the manner they could still interfere with this organic behavior. At first sight, the magnitude of COM has to be evaluated in terms of what user intentions and actions were without resorting to the algorithm vs. what they are with it. Admittedly, the intended goal of recommendation on online platforms generally consists in maximizing user participation and satisfaction in the broad sense. Yet, it is also unclear whether this optimization is aligned with prior user interests. Consider the case of YouTube again: its recommendation algorithm aims at maximizing view time (Covington et al., 2016) , but the extent to which this goal corresponds to what users may have initially been willing to consume on the platform remains relatively unknown. Being hooked on a series of videos recommended by the platform following, say, a search query, comes to adopting a form of algorithmic serendipity which may have little to do with the initial query or even with the organic serendipity subsequent to that query.
Algorithms and serendipity. More than anything, one of the key current empirical questions is whether algorithmic recommandation leads to a narrower and less diverse information and interaction space than would otherwise be the case -i.e. appraising whether the information, books, movies, songs we consume would have been more diverse without algorithmic mediation. A stream of studies has indeed been concerned over the last decade on the effect of recommandation algorithms on information consumption diversity. The commonsensical view is that algorithms mainly strengthen the organic bubble that users are inclined to create. However, on the whole and maybe counterintuitively, this literature seems to demonstrate that algorithms tend to expand rather than limit the cognitive horizon of users. This phenomemon has been variously observed on video sharing and streaming platforms, movie or blog recommender systems, online social networks, to cite a few.
For instance, in their study of viewing behavior on YouTube, Zhou et al. (2010) start by showing that videos that are referred to from videos with a higher number of views are likely to feature more views as well: recommendation seems to sustain a form of reinforcement dynamics -rich recommends rich. Yet, and perhaps more importantly, they also demonstrate that the presence of recommendation tends to increase the heterogeneity of the consumption portfolio at the global level, i.e. views are distributed more flatly and more equally across all videos: recommendation sustains a form of equalizing redistribution. To reconcile these two apparently conflicting observations we might hypothesize the following explanation. By default, we can suppose that users tend to land proportionally more on videos with higher numbers of views, obeying a Markovian process whose transition law follows the prior distribution of views. In turn, the fact that aggregate audience levels are more balanced among videos when recommendation is active may suggest that the algorithm has a propensity to somewhat redispatch viewers from popular videos toward less popular ones. This is consistent with the a posteriori observed correlation between referred and referring videos in terms of audience size. In a nutshell, in front of a mainstream-friendly behavior, recommendation appears to pull users toward more niche content, hence increasing informational diversity at the system level.
More recently, Aiello and Barbieri (2017) focused on Tumblr, a blogging platform where posts mainly consist of photos and optionally feature a text caption. Users can subscribe to posts of other user accounts whom they discover (1) either themselves, plausibly by wandering from blog to blog, or (2) by following recommendations provided by the platform. The study shows that recommendations lead users to build up a more diverse portfolio of subscriptions. In fact, it appears that users organically tend to add new subscriptions by iteratively exploring the immediate neighborhood of their network, which is in line with earlier works on egocentered network formation. Liben-Nowell and Kleinberg (2003) show for instance that "organic" links (i.e. link creation that is not mediated by recommender systems) tend to be best predicted by focusing on individuals that have a lot of neighbors in common, i.e. who belong to densely-knit user clusters surrounding ego. On the contrary, algorithmic suggestions point at highly connected users, in relative terms, who are generally located farther in the network than the local neighborhood of ego. In other words, while users seem to be rather niche-friendly in topological terms (i.e. they explore their own local social neighborhood), by contrast with the previous case recommendation directs them toward more mainstream sources, hence increasing informational diversity as well, although through different means.
Similar conclusions with respect to the interplay between serendipity and reinforcement dynamics may be drawn from further studies on cultural recommendation. Nguyen et al. (2014) examine a platform which implements collaborative filtering (called MovieLens), i.e. a recommendation system based on the assumption that a user previously interested in the same items as another user may be interested in some of the other items of interest to that user. What sounds like a reinforcement principle actually leads to an increase of genre diversity in the list of watched movies for users who adopt these recommendations with respect to those who do not. In a different context, Datta et al. (2018) focus on data describing traces of music consumption in a cross-platform setting. More precisely, they check whether Spotify, a music streaming service which partly features algorithmic recommendation (such as the automatic continuation of playlists or of listening sessions) enables users to consume more diverse and newer music than those using platforms based on catalog search only (i.e. where users may only look for specific content, such as iTunes). They observe a significant, important and persistent increase in the number of unique artists, songs or genres that are listened to by adopters. The exact principles which drive Spotify's recommender systems are naturally not public and perhaps not even entirely understood. It nonetheless appears that this kind of recommendation usually relies in part on previous user behavior, and in part on similarity-based, frequent pattern mining and collaborative filtering algorithms (Bonnin and Jannach, 2015) , i.e. it makes use of the typical associations between artists or songs that other users did.
Human with man-made algorithms.
A recent study by Bakshy et al. (2015) is particularly interesting in that it both touches the ROM-COM divide and addresses the compound and intertwined effects of human behavior and algorithms. The authors look at the complex effect of Facebook's "news feed" algorithm on the diversity of the informational space displayed to users. In practice, the study illustrates how three sequential filtering operations influence information consumption, namely: (i) the explicit preferences and information space limitation induced by the prior selection of sources by users (in terms of other users [or "friends"] and of user groups / webpages of interest on the platform);
(ii) the algorithmic selection that the platform applies on all the information published by these sources;
(iii) and, eventually, the actual instantaneous consumption of information, which is done by users, again.
Both (i) and (iii) relate to organic behavior: the ego-centered network of Facebook friends is generally populated by offline acquaintances (Dunbar et al., 2015) and thus reflects a social selection process generally devoid of algorithms, while the action of clicking on some information on the news feed is also naturally triggered by users. Only (ii) may be ascribed to the selection induced by the news feed algorithm. Bakshy et al. (2015) essentially check the cumulative role of each step in exposing users to cross-partisan information, i.e. information which has a political valence opposite to that of the user. Given this process, they show that the selection algorithm itself has only a very moderate effect in the reduction of cross-partisan information available to users, with respect to what is already available in their (organically biased) ego-centered network. In more detail, they demonstrate that, say, conservative users generally have more conservative friends (their organically-built landscape of sources is biased) so that less cross-partisan information will have a chance to reach them, already before the algorithm applies. For a given news feed, i.e. after the algorithm applies, they also do select more conservative information (their instantenous consumption behavior is biased) -both well-known organic biases. Hence, the reduction of diversity appears to be principally due to human pre-and postselection, which does not support the existence of a changeour-mind effect. Rather, it is possible to argue that the algorithm might be very close to the read-our-mind pole. Indeed, while it certainly learns from user previous behavior and thus seems to be designed to reinforce it, it may just help users to sort out and filter what they are already most inclined to consume among the huge amount of information published by their "friends", while it does not change much what they would have eventually consumed if they were confronted to all their publications in an unfiltered fashion (at least in terms of cross-partisan information).
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In all these cases, we witness the possibly paradoxical situation where algorithms rely on various acceptations of some form of reinforcement yet actually tend to open up the available horizon and thus support the exploration of novelty. The key source of diversity here lies perhaps in the fact that recommendation is partly based on the aggregation of individual behavior, i.e. that the reinforcement operates on signals available at the collective level -which seems to be eventually beneficial to individual serendipity. All in all, it appears that users rather than algorithms are one of the main sources of limitation of the cognitive horizon when information rearrangement is based on user preferences.
Algorithms masquerading as humans. Let us finally evoke a perhaps more sophisticated form of sociallymediated algorithmic rearrangement of information. It is due to an entirely different kind of algorithms: robots, also simply called "bots", whose role is to imitate human agency. By contrast to algorithms explicitly devoted to filtering and recommanding information, these devices introduce nonhuman actors on par with human actors on the platforms -in that they are theoretically and technically capable of the same actions: relaying information, expressing opinions, rating content and other actors. As such, they contribute to modifying user behavior in a somewhat external fashion with respect to the algorithms directly running on the platform they populate : bots create information and establish interactions rather than "just" filter them.
While the contribution of online bots may sometimes be construed as a positive help toward social cognition processes (for example algorithmic governance in Wikipedia, see Mueller-Birn et al., 2013; Niederer and van Dijck, 2010; Steiner, 2014) , the emphasis is commonly put on their possible role in distorting digital spaces, with sometimes concrete real-world effects e.g., tampering with social unrest, stock markets or elections (Thomas et al., 2012; Ferrara et al., 2016) . In this latter case, bots may principally exert two different types of actions. First, by interacting indirectly with other algorithmic devices e.g., by altering the reflexive counters of content appreciation, such as so-called "trending topics". The global information landscape may for instance be modified by flooding a platform with irrelevant or malicious information, through coordinated attacks aimed at passively exerting censorship (Thomas et al., 2012) . Second, by interacting directly with other users, thus directly modifying part of their own information landscape. Nonetheless, even if bot activity may be significant on a given platform (Chu et al., 2010; Lee et al., 2011) , their impact on a user's informational portfolio could remain much weaker than that produced by other human actors if bots are weakly entangled in that user's social fabric: for example, humans form the vast majority of Facebook friend networks. In other words, if bots talk to bots, their influence is moot. Yet, not only can the opposite be said on some platforms such as Twitter (Ferrara et al., 2016) but, as Shao et al. (2018) show, social bots may appear to have a strong influence on content spreading. They demonstrate in particular that, while human users are responsible of the largest proportion of retweets, they still relay information from a significant proportion of bots. Furthermore, bots need not be very sophisticated to become connected with human users, as shown by Boshmaf et al. (2011) on Facebook or Aiello et al. (2012) on aNobii (a social network platform centered around book dicussions) -their online experiments involved basic social phishing behavior respectively through random "friendship" requests or slightly more elaborate machine-learning-based prodding behavior. In both cases, (seemingly) human users responded positively to these solicitations with a surprisingly high rate (generally more often than not). Of course, the recent advent of sophisticated bots based on advanced machine learning and natural language processing techniques is likely to improve their agency and thus manipulation potential. The muchdiscussed case of Microsoft's twitter chatbot "Tay", which elicited a massive number of conversations (about 93k tweets in about 16 hours), illustrates this issue perfectly. Even if bots are based on apparently innocuous principles -here, maximizing "human engagement", i.e. triggering as many interactions with other users as possible -the potential nocivity of their influence remains to be appraised also in regard to how humans tend to assign human agency to these bots (Neff and Nagy, 2016) . This brings us to discuss more broadly the other side of the cognitive effects of algorithms, namely the shape of human reactions to algorithms and algorithmic guidance.
Information arrangement and reactions to algorithmic guidance
We now focus on the rather "downstream" side of algorithmic guidance. Several experimental protocols have been devised to study how algorithmic choices in the restitution of information affect relevance judgments, clearly assuming that front end aspects contribute a priori more to COM than ROM.
3 Turning again to search engines, Epstein and Robertson (2015) demonstrated that political opinion may be manipulated by the simple reordering of information returned by a given query. In their experiment, US participants were first asked to read a short biography about two main candidates in an Australian national election and provide their a priori impression of them. They were then put in front of a mock search engine displaying the same results for all participants, except that the presentation would vary according to three experimental conditions: the display of results would be ordered in favor of one candidate, the other one, or none in particular. After freely navigating the results for up to fifteen minutes, participants were asked again about their opinion. It is well-known that users tend to proportionally pay much more attention to the links at the top of the page and this phenomenon was also reproduced in this experiment. The authors could notice a significant shift in preferences in a direction that was consistent with the reordering favoring a given candidate, irrespective of the initial opinion. Not only did the above-mentioned position bias modify the likelihood of being confronted with some information, but it had a significant effect on the formation of beliefs, especially in contexts where moderate changes in the affected population may entail an important political impact.
Promoting popular vs. diverse content. Understanding the impact of the algorithmic arrangement of information makes it also possible to reverse engineer user behavior, especially their appetence toward diversity. For one, Park et al. (2009) examined the effect of grouping news items related to the same underlying event, i.e. recommanding similar articles together under a main entry rather than displaying them separately on the same level. They showed that the grouped display favors both the perception and the consumption of diverse viewpoints. In other words, in response to a query on some current event, showing that there were many possible options which seemed to increase curiosity.
A key related issue concerns the diversity in the popularity of content and, implicitly, user preference for mainstream vs. niche content. Are users going to react differently to popular content ? Let us first consider what we know about the computer-mediated access to content, without algorithms. We have to mention here the natural tendency of many social systems to exhibit a hierarchical structure where few receive a lot of attention and many receive little, which Shirky (2006) links in part to the existence of free choice:
In systems where many people are free to choose between many options, a small subset of the whole will get a disproportionate amount of traffic (or attention, or income) In a context of free choice and given this a priori heterogeneous distribution of attention, the Internet has nonetheless often been framed as a diversity-enhancing technology, in particular by making available content which benefits from little to no attention. This is also in part one of the core design features of the Internet: precursors such as Licklider and Taylor (1968) envisioned communication devices as enablers of an easier access to specialized content and interlocutors that would normally be hard to find. Anderson (2004) hypothesized that the online accessiblity of otherwise unreachable items would trigger an increase in the consumption of niche content and thus, system-wide, an increase of diversity. This intuition has been partly confirmed by data on the evolution of the distribution of attention for highand low-selling videos and DVDs (Elberse and OberholzerGee, 2006) and later on the online consumption of various types of cultural items (movies, music and web sites (Goel et al., 2010) ): niche content benefits from the larger and wider availability provided by online channels. Yet, at the same time, it appears that consumption also increases for the most mainstream content: the top of the distribution becomes more concentrated, i.e., fewer highly popular titles make the bulk of sales than before. Elberse (2008) specifically distinguishes light users who happen to be mostly focusing on mainstream content from heavy users who tap into both ends of the distribution, including the long tail.
Measured user attitudes toward algorithmic recommendation seem to reflect these ambiguous results. Steck (2011) observes that many recommender systems traditionally induce a negative bias toward the least popular items, first as a result of the fact that available data on items follows a powerlaw pattern too and is thus typically scarce in the long tail as well. The author proposes a method to correct this preference for mainstream content by promoting a variable amount of items stemming from the long tail, thus biasing the displayed results in favor of less popular items. He follows up with an experimental study testing the biased against the non-biased algorithms. It shows that users tend to slightly prefer the former, while they also seem to need familiar (popular) recommendations from the mainstream in order to be satisfied with the algorithm results. In other words, users seem to appreciate surprising or less known results inasmuch as they are collocated with more expectable ones -i.e. displaying content from both ends of the distribution.
Adding reflexive signals. Popularity may both be intrinsic (it directly corresponds to the actual size of the interested audience) and perceived (it may correspond to user beliefs or expectations about the interested audience). Here too, there exist specialized algorithmic devices whose aim is to convey a reflexive information about the system-wide popularity of some items, thus influencing the perception of users of their relevance. The pioneering work of Salganik et al. (2006) demonstrated how peer influence mediated by algorithmic rankings may modify the judgments on cultural quality. Their experimental setting was based on an artificial musical market where participants could browse and rate (like or dislike) previously unknown songs in three distinct experimental situations featuring an increasing level of social influence. In the first (control) situation, participants could only see band names and song titles. In the second one, they were shown the real-time popularity of songs (number of downloads) within the experiment. In the third one, songs were ranked and sorted according to popularity. Popularity was shown to be only partly influenced by intrinsic quality, in the sense that the very best songs were rarely unpopular while the worst ones were rarely very successful. However, in both social influence conditions, final song popularity was shown to be generally unpredictable, i.e. it seemed to depend only weakly, if at all, on intrinsic quality. What is more, a corollary of this phenomena is that final rankings were not stable across social influence experiments: they appeared to be depend essentially on each realization of the experiment and its own intrinsic reinforcing social dynamics, very much like a generalized Polya urn process where any outcome is equally likely.
Similarly, Messing and Westwood (2014) focus on the reflexive effect of displaying social endorsements close to a given information. They devise an experimental protocol where pieces of news are displayed along with two informations that the authors may manipulate: the source name and a number indicating how many users recommended that specific content on a social media platform (Facebook). Sources are identified as either left-wing or right-wing leaning (e.g., MSNBC vs. Fox News). The orientation of participants is also known a priori. This enables them to contrast the combined effects of homophily (left-wing users may click preferentially on news items displayed as originating from leftleaning sources) and social endorsement (users may prefer items having received many recommendations). They show that the display of social endorsement predicts much more effectively selection by users and even dwarfs the effects of partisan selectivity.
In both cases, displaying a reflexive computation on the social system appears to channel collective opinions towards a relatively random attractor which may have little to do with independent quality judgments. Put differently, these results relate to a form of passive algorithmic nudging of users through the reflexive display of information about the whole system -they more broadly show that information and interface design may influence belief formation, especially as this kind of reflexive algorithmic device tend to be widespread (think of online media websites displaying in real-time the most popular or trending articles). Going further, some scholars advocate the manipulation of information arrangement to fulfill certain normative goals, preferably in a virtuous manner. In this regard, Resnick et al. (2013) review various algorithmic tricks aimed at increasing exposure to diverse information. This includes in particular the possibility of temporarily displaying information the way it is seen by other (and ideally different-minded) users on a given online platform 4 as well as, for instance, displaying viewpoints expressed around a topic of interest by other users on the whole web (Murakami et al., 2010) .
Variety of user attitudes toward algorithms. Most of these studies implicitly assume the existence of an average user, i.e. results are discussed on the basis of an average behavior and attitude toward the effect of algorithms. Some authors endeavored at distinguishing several subpopulations of users who are more or less sensitive to algorithmic guidance, or react differently. This may be somewhat basic: for instance, Chen et al. (2011) demonstrate that people have distinct uses of a same device, distinguishing Twitter users who seek social interactions from those who seek information, and demonstrating that algorithm performance differs (statistically) significantly between the two groups. Munson and Resnick (2010) design an experiment similar to several above-mentioned studies, where participants are shown news item corresponding to a political orientation aligned with theirs or not, in an algorithmic curation context resembling the display of a typical search engine. They find behaviors which are consistent with those of Park et al. (2009) in that some users may prefer to see diverse collections of items. However, they manage to differentiate challenge-averse and diversity-seeking users, demonstrating that challenge-averse individuals would prefer seeing agreeable items only, a feature which may put off diversity-seeking people. In turn, this suggests designing distinct ways of presenting results depending on the audience, i.e. tayloring the interface and possibly the algorithm to the alleged or infered type of users -a form of meta-personalization. Building upon this, Munson et al. (2013) further devise a web browser extension in order to nudge purported challenge-averse users (or rather, in this context, users overwhelmingly consuming news of a given political orientation). The algorithm displays in real-time the imbalance of a participant's news diet, with the normative expectation that users would be inclined to correct their consumption behavior towards a more politically balanced portfolio of articles. They show that only some users do indeed equilibrate a bit more their habits, while many are not affected, which may be interpreted in a consistent manner with the above observations on the existence of two challenge-averse and diversity-seeking subpopulations.
Further, at a more meta level, users may also be aware of or hypothesize differently the functioning of the algorithmic guidance they are subjected to, forming different beliefs in this respect -what I would denote as folk algorithmics, by analogy with folk psychology, biology or physics. This last strand of research corresponds to a barely emerging literature. Recently, Rader and Gray (2015) conducted a query-based study on about 500 Facebook users to appraise their perception of the algorithmic curation exerted by the News Feed device. Participants were asked to answer a simple question, "does FB show you all ?" [Yes/No/Maybe] and subsequently provide a paragraph-based justification. They extract an (overlapping) typology of four user attitudes: "passive consumers", i.e. users who have no clue (which concerns about 20% of users), "manual control", i.e. users who assume that their friends control the audience of their publications when they don't see their posts (~25%), "symptoms of curation", i.e. users who recognize some signs of algorithmic curation (especially because they unexpectedly notice the absence of some posts) (~80%), and "speculating about the algorithm", i.e. users who attempt to form intuitions about the principles of the algorithms (~45%). In the near future, the discussion on algorithmic distortions would likely greatly benefit from such informed typologies on user attitude towards algorithms, most notably by differentiating results with respect to the level of reflexive knowledge and mastering by users of the algorithmic guidance they are subjected and receptive to.
Concluding remarks
This paper attempted to provide an overview of the influence of algorithms on cognitive processes by focusing on their deployment on online platforms and tools, impacting a significant part of users' informational and interactional landscapes. I proposed to analyze these phenomena by developing a double dichotomy. The first one, so-called "read-our-mind" vs. "change-our-mind", addresses the discrepancy between users' intentions and expected actions under the influence of some algorithms and without them. The second one addresses the algorithmic influence on the prior information rearrangement vs. the posterior information arrangement. This made it possible to emphasize the need to identify the organic, baseline behavior of users as a key contribution to this discussion. Focusing on the issue of the potential limitation by algorithms of the cognitive horizon available to users, we could exhibit their potentially counterintuitive role of supporting rather than hindering serendipity.
This relies, in part yet crucially, on the fact that algorithms carry out a form of social aggregation of behavioral traces which contributes to relevantly expand the informational perimeter that users would normally access, absent algorithmic mediation. On the whole, the important conclusion that may be drawn from much of the current state of the art could be that algorithmic cognitive biases cannot be appraised without taking into account the underlying social processes which algorithms are building upon. The point here more precisely relates to the algorithmic reification of existing social processes -be it the existence of stereotypes (and, thus, their algorithmic reinforcement or stabilization) or the selection-and-influence chicken-and-egg sociological issue (and, thus, their algorithmic automation and perhaps invisibilization).
Further, what may also be needed in this debate is a change of perspective on algorithmic recommendation and specifically what users generally expect from this kind of devices. More precisely, that users rely on algorithms not so much for reading their mind than for asking them to change their mind: beyond the case of pure database navigation tasks (which search engines exemplify very well), users are best satisfied by an algorithmic bookseller rather librarian, giving them surprising (yet relevant) advices rather than reminding them about or guiding them toward familiar things.
The principles behind this bookseller are hard both to identify and to define. A possibly fruitful proposition in this respect could consist in researching the prospects and effects of opening algorithms in a both interactive and stylized fashion (Ekstrand et al., 2015) , i.e. providing them with some leeway to users to understand the general principles of the algorithms in use, the main differential effects that they may induce on their baseline behavior, and perhaps most importantly be able to make choices as to the activation and weighting of the various ingredients that form a given algorithmic recipes. Users would thus expand or constrain their own informational landscape in a more conscious manner, thereby given them back some free will while using algorithms.
